
 

MECKERING DRONE DAY TRIP 

Saturday May 7th to Sunday May 8th, 2022 
Participants - Kerry and Steve (Trip Leaders) 
                         Jan and Terry 

           Garry Wood 
           John Stacey (Visitor) 
           Steve King 
           Mike and Clare 
           Hertha and Andrew 

      
 
Trip Report by Kerry 
 
Our trip began on Friday night with the obligatory campfire to sit around. Dinner was done 
and dusted, and the fire was again the place to gather.  
Andrew had measured up the area for the new solar lights to be installed in the toilet and 
on the verandah. He then selected relaxation as the next stage of the preparation work for 
the job.  
Terry ever-so-reluctantly assumed the role of pyrotechnician for the weekend and then we 
all moaned every time a piece of burning coal fell to the ground, that Mike still had the fire 
tongs and “Where was he?” 

       
On the Saturday, we started our drive at 9:30ish and the convoy followed us to the bush 
where our designated track was forged again. The undergrowth made it difficult to find our 
tracks on occasions, especially when we tried to do the track in reverse.  
 
 
 
 



Our morning tea stop was in a clearing 
surrounded by short trees which afforded 
limited, dappled shade. 

    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On the return trip we were lucky 
enough to come upon our pair of 
Black-Footed Rock Wallabies. 
Proudly discovered by Maria several 
years before.  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



When we returned in the reverse direction, we 
found our lunch stop which was shadier that 
morning tea stop and the chew and chat was 
most enjoyable. 

 
 
The trip afforded some challenges with the creek crossings. Whilst there was very little 
water around and the ground was still quite firm, the track was still as enjoyable as ever. 
 
Saturday night was another sensational meal at the Meckering Sporting Club. We spent the 
time socialising and renewing old friendships, both with members and with our friends from 
Meckering.  
 
Sunday was the DRONE Day and it proved to be more challenging than 4-wheel driving. John 
and Kerry both had drones and were challenged with software and understanding the way 
they worked. We managed a few flights with the Parrot (Kerry’s), but John’s was not playing 
until it had a software installation. Mike was very busy assessing the merits of owning a 
drone and was thoroughly convinced that he needs one. Watch this space… 
Drone flying needs to become a more regular event so that all parties can develop their 
skills in this sport. Particular thanks to the support crew for running around and gathering 
one particular downed drone.  
The weekend ended soon after our return from droning, but not before we admired the 
installation.  
We now have solar lights in the toilet and on the verandah at the nursery. These will supply 
a light for several hours into the evening. We are looking forward to seeing them in action. 
 
Another great get-away to the farm with a little bit of something for everyone. Hope to see 
you there next time.   


